
Finding Home 
Again
Creating a New Normal in a 
Mid-Pandemic World



Questions 
to Explore:
The What, 
Why and 
How of It All

What level of stress have all the changes created in my 
world?

What is the difference between normal and not normal 
when it comes to prolonged change?

Why is it so hard to find normal right now?

How is the pandemic merging from an acute to chronic 
problem impacting my ability to find a groove in life?

How can I start to find a new normal?



Goals for Today

Quantify the 
amount of stress we 
are under

01
Identify the 
attributes of 
“normal” life 

02
Identify the 
roadblocks we are 
encountering trying 
to make a new 
normal

03
Identify the areas 
we need to create 
normal in

04
Create a plan for 
making a new 
normal come to life

05



Key Puzzle Pieces of 
Resilience Rescue

Presence 
Through 

Self-Knowledg
e

Strength 
Through 

Coping Skills

Connection 
Through 

Boundaries



Let’s Get a 
Number
Quantifying Our Stress with the Social 
Readjustment Rating Scale
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Defining 
Normal

“Conforming to a type, standard, 
or regular pattern : characterized 
by that which is considered usual, 
typical, or routine”

(Merriam-Webster, n.d.) 



What 
Makes 
Normal 
Normal?

Words That Immediately Come to Mind When You 
Think of Normal

Feelings You Feel When Things Are Normal

Work-Specific Normals (How you settle in, how you 
wind down, the setting, the routine, etc.)

Home-Specific Normals (Getting up, going to bed, what 
you eat, what you do)

Social Normals (Who you see, what you do, where you 
go)

Holiday Normals (Traditions, events, foods, people)



What Makes Our Current World So Not 
Normal?

Words That Immediately 
Come to Mind When 

You Think of the Last 2 
Years

Feelings You Have Been 
Feeling the Last 2 Years

Work-Specific Pandemic 
Realities (How you 

settle in, how you wind 
down, the setting, the 

routine, etc.)

Home-Specific 
Pandemic Realities 

(Getting up, going to 
bed, what you eat, what 

you do)

Social Pandemic 
Realities (Who you see, 
what you do, where you 

go)

Holiday Pandemic 
Realities (Traditions, 

events, foods, people)



Why is 
Finding 
Normal 
Allusive 
Right Now?

Elements of Normal: 
Conforming, standard, 
regular, usual, typical, routine

Elements of the Pandemic: 
Fluid, constantly changing, 
uncertain, unknown, irregular, 
untypical, unusual



Things That 
Come with Life 
in Prolonged 
Crisis

• Physical and mental exhaustion 

• Changes in sleep, such as sleeping more or less 
than usual

• Changes in appetite

• Feeling numb or empty

• Feel anxious or helpless

• Lack empathy for others

• Have unexplained body aches or pains

• Use alcohol, drugs, or cigarettes more frequently

• Become withdrawn

• Have difficulty returning to work or school

• Have difficulty concentrating

(Coelho, 2020)



Living in an Acute Crisis Mode

APPROACH: INTENSE 
RESPONSE TO GET 
THROUGH QUICKLY

ENERGY OUTPUT: HIGH PRIMARY PHYSIOLOGICAL 
STATE: FIGHT OR FLIGHT

FOCUS: SHORT-TERM 
SURVIVAL



Living in a Chronic Crisis Mode

Approach: Finding a Way to 
Live With the New Reality

Energy Output: Low Due to 
Exhaustion

Primary Physiological State: 
Returning or Falling Below 
Baseline/Depressive-Grief 
Response

Focus: Long-Term Survival



Areas I Need a 
Normal In

Home

Work

Relationships

Holidays

Just Me



Steps to Making A New Normal

• Identify one thing that you have control over that is non-standard, irregular, 
unpredictable, and unusual in your lifeIdentify

• Imagine what it would look like to make it standard, regular, predictable, and usualImagine

• Write down the key elements in the picture you painted that create normal in this areaCapture
• Create a plan using SMART goal principles to make one small change towards normalizing 

this area of your life (Specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, time-bound)Create

• Get started!Go!



Creating a New Normal One Step at a Time

1

Assess: A goal about 
identifying the area I 
need a new normal in the 
most

2

Strategize: A goal about 
identifying the biggest 
roadblock to establishing 
normal in this area

3

Act: A goal about a small 
step I can take to start to 
create my new normal



Soooooo….when I 
ask the question, 

“what do you need 
most right now?” Is 
your answer closest 

to:

1. I have no idea

2. I know but I don’t know how to get it and/or 
feel like I shouldn’t want or need that 

3. I know what I need, I know how I want to get 
it and that it’s perfectly valid for me to need it, 
but there is just no way there is space for that to 
happen 



If your answer is along the 
lines of: “I have no idea”

Increasing presence and self-awareness is a 
great place to start!

Possible, common roadblocks: exhaustion, 
being afraid of what you might find, being 
overwhelmed, everyone around you having 
emotions that are so loud it makes it hard 
to hear yours
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If your answer is along the lines of: “I know but 
I don’t know how to get it and/or feel like I 
shouldn’t want or need that” 

• Starting with increasing strength through new 
coping strategies is a great place to start

• Possible, common roadblocks: minimizing our 
needs, feeling shame for what we want or need, 
not knowing how to work around the 
unchangeable realities, not knowing how to make 
our new coping strategy work with and not 
against our other priorities, finding the time



If your answer is along the lines of: “I know what I 
need, I know how I want to get it and that it’s 
perfectly valid for me to need it, but there is just no 
way there is space for that to happen”

• Increasing your connection to others by 
identifying your limits and extents is a great 
place to start

• Possible, common roadblocks: Fear of what 
will happen if you say no, shame over not 
being able to do everything, expecting things 
of yourself that keep making you feel like 
you aren’t enough, everyone around you has 
real, valid needs that might not be met if 
you don’t meet them, fear that the way you 
and others perceive you might change if you 
stop always saying yes
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Creating a 
New Normal 

One Step at a 
Time

Act Act: A goal about a small step I can take to start 
to create my new normal

Strategize Strategize: A goal about identifying the biggest 
roadblock to establishing normal in this area

Assess Assess: A goal about identifying the area I need 
a new normal in the most



Action for 
Presence, 
Roadblocks and 
All

• Exhaustion: Do only what reconnects you to your most basic needs. 
Have no expectation for self-improvement or self-work beyond 
increasing the amount you sleep, even by 15 min a day, the amount you 
drink, even by 8 ounces a day, and the number and frequency of meals 
you eat, even if it is only adding in a snack. When you notice something 
hurts, stop for a moment and give it attention. Take an Advil, put an 
icepack or heat pack on it. Honor in some small way each thing you 
notice, even if just to say to yourself, “I see you, it matters, and I will 
meet that valid need as soon as I can”

• Being afraid of what you might find or being overwhelmed: Start small 
and superficial. Go into the candy aisle or the snack aisle and look for a 
snack you love you haven’t had in a long time. Look at an old playlist and 
find a song or two you use to love that you haven’t heard in a long time. 
Let yourself gradually reconnect to yourself past and present by doing 
these little self-adventures on a regular basis over the course of a week. 
Have a safe person to talk to identified if you have things come up 
unexpectedly that you need to talk through. Find a buddy to do this 
exercise with so you can support them too and check-in with each other 
as needed

• Everyone around you having emotions that are so loud it makes it hard 
to hear yours: Try going for a drive, taking a bath, stopping at a scenic 
overlook for 10 min on the way home, anywhere you can have some 
alone space, breathe, and let yourself focus on exactly what you find 
that delights you in that moment: the stillness, the things you see, the 
things you feel, etc. Try to do this several times over the course of a few 
days and gradually notice more about what is going on inside of you



Action for Strength, Even With the Hurdles

Minimizing our needs or feeling shame for 
what we want or need: For one whole day, 
jot down every impulse you have to do or 

get something for you and what your 
response was to yourself, without 

judgement. Just noticing with curiosity. At 
the end of the day, look at what you could 
say yes to without the world coming to an 
end, and that would not endanger your life 

or core safety. The next day, say yes to 
yourself for at least one thing that you 

normally would have said no to that does 
not endanger you. Notice and note the 

outcomes of saying yes to yourself, without 
judgement. Increase that every few days 
until you have a whole of saying yes to 

yourself the whole day for each impulse that 
does not threaten your life or safety. Notice 

the outcomes and use that as a gauge to 
start saying yes to yourself more frequently

Not knowing how to work around the 
unchangeable realities or not knowing how 

to make our new coping strategy work 
with, and not against, our other priorities: 

Find the shallowest entry point possible. For 
example, if you want to do a low carb eating 

plan but also really don’t want to give up 
bread, go and buy 3 kinds of keto bread and 

try them until you find one you like. 
Determine your threshold for when you eat 

full carb bread and don’t guilt yourself 
about it and when it is more in line with 

what you want to eat keto-based bread. Ask 
for smaller bits of a larger whole, such as an 

hour once a week to work on your 
computer outside if you are not allowed to 
work from home. Think like you would have 

as a teenager working to get around the 
rules and still do what you want to do☺ 

Finding the time: Let yourself imagine what 
would happen if you crash; what it would 
cost your workplace, family, friends, if you 

had to check yourself into the hospital. How 
much time away that would take. Consider 

how likely it is that you can keep going 
forever without a crash on your current 
course. With the motivation that comes 
from realizing it is a kindness to those 

around you as much as it is to you to meet 
these needs, what is something you can do 
for yourself that has direct benefit to others 

around you if you do it? Are you grumpy 
and snippy in the morning if you don’t have 

an hour without interruption at the 
beginning of the day? Are you not a great 
co-worker or boss when you are tired and 

know if you took a 30 min nap you would be 
nicer? Let the motivation to be better for 
others and a small time commitment fuel 

your choice to say yes to the thing that you 
need for the course of 1 week and note 

what happens. 



Action for Limit and Extent, Despite the 
Resistance

Fear of what will happen if you say no or fear that the way you and others perceive you might change if you stop always saying yes: Start with a little 
no, one that is not a reach. For example, “I don’t know know what’s for dinner tonight, but I was wondering if you could come up with something and I 
am excited about whatever you decide”, or “I am going to buy stuff at the store for the kid’s school thing rather than make it this time”. Look at what 
happens when you say no. How you feel. How the world around you continues on. The next day, look for something else you could say no to, and keep 
noticing what happens when you do.

Shame over not being able to do everything and expecting things of yourself that keep making you feel like you aren’t enough: Talk to yourself as if you 
were a friend describing something they feel like they need to do and just can’t get it together to do it. Have a mental conversation, or even one out loud 
with yourself. Or write yourself a letter. Then, think of what you would say to a friend if they shared that with you. Let yourself, this one time, act on that 
advice you would give anyone else. Notice what happens in you and around you.  Begin to work towards a whole day when you don’t choose the hardest 
thing. When you choose easier. Then two days. Let yourself continue to do this until you can have stretches of time when you choose easier and that is 
ok.

Everyone around you has real, valid needs that might not be met if you don’t meet them: Let yourself imagine what would happen if you crash; what it 
would cost your workplace, family, friends, if you had to check yourself into the hospital. How much everyone around you would lose. Consider how likely 
it is that you can keep going forever without a crash on your current course. With the motivation that comes from realizing it is a kindness to those 
around you as much as it is to you to meet these needs, let yourself imagine letting that need go unmet because you do not have it to give. Allow yourself 
to recognize all the feelings that come with that- guilt, grief, loss, etc. Allow yourself to consider the idea that you are worthy of a crash if that is what you 
need. That you are worthy of the sacrifice of others too. And let the practical reality of big and little crashes being a part of all human life sink in.  



If You Are Interested in Workforce Wellness and 
Retention Events and Programs for Your Staff or 

Community,
Please Contact Us!

We have grant funding available to cover projects 
across the state!

• Seminars

• Debriefing and Teambuilding Retreats

• Employee Wellness and Retainment Programs That Focus on 
Systems Change Through a Relational Leadership Perspective

Contact Us Today for More Info!

uaa_resilience@alaska.edu

althomas7@alaska.edu

(240) 386-9424 (text is best☺)

mailto:althomas7@alaska.edu


Wrapping it Up
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